We present a certified two-step parameterized Model Order Reduction (pMOR) technique for wave equation and elastodynamic Partial Differential Equations (PDE). pMOR techniques for parameterized time domain PDEs offer opportunities for faster solution estimation. However, due to the curse of dimensionality, basic pMOR techniques fail to provide sufficiently accurate approximation when applied for large geometric domains with multiple localized excitations. Moreover, considering the time domain PDE for the construction of the reduced basis greatly increases the computational cost of the offline stage and treatment of hyperbolic PDEs suffers from pessimistic error bounds. Therefore, within the context of linear hyperbolic time domain PDEs for large domains with localized sources, it is of great interest to develop a pMOR approach that provides relatively low-dimensional spaces and which guarantees sufficiently accurate approximations. Towards that end, we develop a two-step Port-Reduced Reduced-Basis Component approach (PR-RBC) for linear hyperbolic time domain PDEs. First, our approach takes advantage of the domain decomposition technique to develop reduced bases for subdomains, which, when assembled, form the domain of interest. This reduces the effective dimensionality of the parameter spaces and solves the curse of dimensionality issue. Moreover, the time domain solution is the inverse Laplace transform of a frequency domain function. Therefore, we can approximate the time domain solution as a linear combination of the PR-RBC solutions to the frequency domain PDE. Hence, we first apply the PR-RBC method on the elliptic frequency domain PDE. Second, we consider the resulting approximations to form a reduced space that is used for the time solver. We also provide an a posteriori error estimate for the two-step PR-RBC approach based on the time-frequency duality.
Introduction
Parametric Model Order reduction (pMOR) is a mathematical and computational field of study that aims to reduce the computational cost of the solution to a parameterized mathematical model. pMOR is a subfield to Model Order Reduction (MOR) which is motivated by real-time applications (control, parameter estimation) and many-query applications (design and optimization, uncertainty quantification). Within the real-time application context, the goal is to be able to provide numerical solutions and responses with negligible or no communication with prohibitive offline resources. In many-query applications, the goal is to speed up the computational cost associated with the evaluation of a defined quantity of interest. More specifically, in our work we are interested in the particular pMOR technique employed to approximate a solution to Partial Differential Equation, the Reduced Basis method. The latter consists in constructing one or multiple reduced bases to a high-fidelity approximation to the best-knowledge mathematical model for a particular problem governed by a Partial Differential Equation (PDE). The high-fidelity approximation is generally a discretization scheme such as Finite Element or Finite Volume scheme. In our work we will consider Finite Element method. pMOR approaches intrinsically account for the probabilistic behavior of the parameters governing the system. Therefore, the corresponding numerical model considers the inherent uncertainty in the value of the parameters. pMOR presents several challenges for applied mathematicians and engineers. Within our context of large domain with localized excitations, the curse of dimensionality is one of the issues that pMOR techniques seek to solve. As a consequence, basic MOR techniques fail to provide sufficiently accurate approximation with relatively low dimensional approximation space for this kind of problem. Moreover, building one or multiple reduced bases to approximate solution to a parametric time domain PDE is generally carried out with considerable computational cost due to the time marching needed within this stage. This is even more hampering for large geometric domains which results in a high-fidelity approximation with a large number of degrees of freedom.
Reduction of time-dependent problems have received a great deal of attention in the reduced-order modeling community. This includes long time integration problems [1] ; Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) based approaches [2, 3, 4] ; Greedy procedure-based methods [5, 6] and hybrid approaches combining POD (in time) and Greedy procedure (in parameter space) [7] . These methods were developed for linear and nonlinear elliptic and parabolic PDEs, and applied to finite element approximations. Reduced basis methods and finite volume discretization of time-dependent PDE have also been developed [8] . However, most of the approaches are based on considering the time as an additional parameter. Therefore, within the offline stage of MOR -in which we build the reduced space -we are required to solve the high-fidelity time-dependent problem for every parameter in the training set, hindering considerably the computational cost of the offline stage. This is even more significant since we generally opt for implicit time integration scheme to ensure stability. In addition, the time-domain elastodynamic PDE is a hyperbolic equation and thus the error estimates developed in the references cited above do not apply. Moreover, RB treatment of hyperbolic equations suffers from pessimistic error bounds [9] .
Recent advances in pMOR offer new opportunities for the development of more efficient approaches to approximate linear time domain PDE governing the behavior of systems with large domain and localized excitations. First, frequency-time duality methods speed up computations of reduced bases to linear time domain PDEs, allowing better explorations of the parameter space at a significantly lower computational cost. Second, pMOR techniques which are based on domain decomposition (DD) [10, 11, 12, 13] , solve the curse of dimensionality by developing reduced bases for subdomains, which reduces the effective dimensionality of the parameter space considered in the construction of the reduced bases.
To overcome these issues, we develop a two-step PR-RBC method. We use the frequency domain equation (called the Helmholtz equation) obtained by Laplace transform of the time domain equation and consider an augmented parameter set which accounts for the frequency. We apply a Port-Reduced Reduced-Basis Component procedure to approximate the frequency domain equation by developing reduced bases to approximate the solution within archetype components and on boundaries connecting the components. We refer to these boundaries as ports. This corresponds to the first step reduction. Once we consider the global structure formed as an assembly of realizations of the archetype components, we use the PR-RBC bases to compute the global frequency domain solutions at well selected frequencies.
Then, we consider these solutions as high-fidelity approximations and use them to form a (final) reduced basis to approximate the global time domain solution. This corresponds to the second step of reduction. In our case we opted for a strong greedy procedure to form the (final) reduced basis that approximates the global time domain solution. Since the time domain solution is the inverse Laplace transform of a frequency domain function that is the solution to the frequency domain equation, we can approximate the time domain solution as a linear combination of the final reduced basis obtained for the frequency domain equation. Hence, we project our time domain equation on the reduced space within which we carry out the time marching using an unconditionally stable scheme. This frequencytime duality is mainly used within the control and dynamics community such as in the elaboration of interpolatory model reduction methods [14, 15] . Nonetheless, a reduced basis method for finite element approximation of timedomain heat equation and wave equation has been developed by taking advantage of the Laplace transform (LT) and inverse LT [16] .
A two-step model reduction has been developed previously [17] but is fundamentally different from our approach. Our two-step approach rises from the incorporation of the PR-RBC procedure -applied to the frequency domain PDE -into the approximation of the time domain PDE. As stated earlier, applying the PR-RBC procedure directly to the time domain PDE will suffer from a prohibitive computation cost in the offline stage to form the PR-RBC reduced bases (offline stage of first step reduction) and from the hyperbolic nature of the time domain PDE, hence the two-step approach solves these two issues. Therefore, we have two model reductions which are completely distinct: the first model reduction consists into the PR-RBC approximation of the frequency domain PDE and the second model reduction consists into building a reduced basis from those PR-RBC approximations -by Proper Orthogonal Decomposition or Greedy procedure -to approximate the time domain PDE by projection it onto the reduced basis obtained. The two-step model reduction developed in [17] relies on an intermediate reduced basis (RB) model of size considerably lower than the high-fidelity approximation -this corresponds to first step of model reduction -and in the second step a derived RB model of dimension lower than the intermediate RB is constructed and considered as the final RB to provide the approximation. Hence, the two model reductions in this contest are not fundamentally distinct as it is the case for our two-step PR-RBC approach to solve the time domain PDE. The method developed in [17] is of great interest in the context of focus calculations -since it permits to considerably reduce the cost of the online stage of MOR when we are interested into a slice or sub-region of a larger parameter domain associated with the intermediate RB model -and in the context of hp-RB approximations -since it permits the hp-RB treatment of a larger class of problems by a significant reduction in the MOR's offline stage cost thanks to the replacement of the high-fidelity approximation by the intermediate RB model in the development of the hp parameter domain partition. Although the method developed in [17] is a two-step model reduction, it is fundamentally different from the twostep PR-RBC approach developed in this work by the "nature" of the reduction steps that are considered in the two approaches and by the contexts in which each approach is of particular interest.
In case of nonaffine problems that can be introduced for example by the spatial signature of the load on the structure, we recover an approximate affine expansion by means of EQP [18] or EIM [19, 5] to approximate any non-affine dependence on the parameters.
The Port-Reduced, Reduced-Basis Component method [10, 11, 12, 13] provides both very rapid response and also great flexibility in topology and geometry. The two-step PR-RBC, like the simpler classical RB approach, consists of two stages: an offline and an online stage. The offline stage corresponds to the offline stage of first step reduction, while the online stage consists in the online stage of first step reduction, the second step reduction and the time integration. The offline stage of first step reduction may be expensive, however the online stage -which we may invoke many times -is very inexpensive, as it will be shown in the numerical examples.
The two-step PR-RBC approach addresses not a particular "best-knowledge" (bk) model but a family of bk models related through a common physical discipline and hence PDE operator and also typically some unifying engineering context -flexures, airframes, ship loaders, bridges, pipelines, acoustic ducts. Each bk model in our family is characterized by a bk model parameterization, {µ + , P bk + } (where we lump the frequency into the definition of µ + and hence P bk + , since we perform the PR-RBC approach on the frequency domain equation).We now describe the offline stage of first step reduction -relevant to our entire family of bk models -and then the online stage of first step reductionapplied to any given bk model in our family.
Offline Stage of First Step Reduction We define a library of parametrized archetype components associated to our family of bk models; we characterize each archetype component by "local" parameters, a reference FE mesh, and local ports for interconnection. This also defines a library of reference ports as the connecting boundary between two archetype components which forms a feasible union via some transformation(s) applied to one or both archetype components. For every archetype component with non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, we develop a low-dimensional space to approximate the lift function. For every archetype component with inhomogeneity (nonzero source term), we develop a low-dimensional space -Reduced Bubble Space for Inhomogeneity -for the behavior of the solution within the archetype component by a Reduced Basis Weak Greedy approach or POR; we approximate the PDE operator (associated with our family of bk models) in each parametrized archetype component as an affine expansion in (local) parameter. For every reference port, we develop a low-dimensional space -a set of "port modes" -for the behavior of the solution over the reference port by a component-pairwise training procedure. For every port mode, we build a low-dimensional space to approximate the port mode lifting -Reduced Bubble Space for Port-Mode Liftings. We evaluate and store, in an offline dataset, parameter-independent inner products between port modes, bubble modes for inhomogeneity and bubble modes for port mode liftings; in terms of which we may then re-constitute (from our affine expansion) the parameter-dependent PDE bilinear and linear forms.
Online Stage of First Step Reduction: We synthesize any parametrized bk model (in our family of bk models), for given bk model parameter µ + ∈ P bk + , as an assembly of instantiated archetype components -the value of the local parameter in each instantiated component is determined by the value of the bk model parameter. We connect instantiated components at compatible ports -each pair of local ports coalesces to a single global port Γ in a set G. We map our reduced reference port space to each global port Γ in G to form a reduced global port space and perform static condensation with respect to our global reduced port space -eliminate RB degrees of freedom associated with the Reduced Bubble Space for Inhomogeneity of the instantiated components -to assemble, from the dataset stored in the Offline Stage of First Step Reduction, a reduced Schur complement of size p∈G Mp × p∈G Mp, where Mp is the number of port modes retained for the reference port corresponding to port p. We then solve the Schur complement system for all the port-mode coefficients associated with all the global ports Γ in G. We invoke the Reduced Bubble Space for Port-Mode Liftings to extend the solution field from the ports to the interior of all instantiated components. The global solution is then given by the sum of the reduced basis solutions for inhomogeneity for all components with non-zero source term and/or non-zero Dirichlet boundary condition, and the lifted port modes weighted with the coefficients obtained from the solution to the Schur complement system.
We note that Model Order Reduction plays a central role: port reduction ensures that the Schur complement is small and hence very inexpensive to invert; bubble (and also port) reduction (for Inhomogeneity and for Port-Mode Lifting) ensures that the Schur complement is very inexpensive to form. We emphasize the important role of components. In general, the components divide and conquer the parameter domain: we reduce a large problem with many global parameters, the bk model, to many small problems each with just a few (local) parameters, the instantiated components. Components also permit consideration of very large systems: even in the offline stage of first step reduction we are required to solve FE problems over at most pairs of components -never the full system. And finally, components permit us to more easily justify the pMOR Offline investment in the first step reduction: we may amortize the pMOR Offline effort not only over many queries for any particular bk model, but over all bk models in our family. Note in this sense we can formally define our family of bk models as the set of all models which may be constructed from the associated library of archetype components. This family of bk models can then be well approximated either in the online stage of first step reduction, or in the second step reduction.
Finally, we summarize briefly the parentage of the PR-RBC approach used for the first step reduction. The PR-RBC [10, 20] , method is essentially a combination of the Component Model Synthesis (CMS) technique [21, 22, 23] -as regards components and ports -and the Reduced Basis method [24, 25, 26, 19 ] -as regards bubbles and in particular parametric treatment. The first synthesis of CMS and RB is the Reduced Basis Element method (RBE) [27] ; PR-RBC may be viewed as a Reduced Basis Element method for a particular (Static Condensation [28] ) choice for the interface treatment and particular strategies for port-mode training [11] and bubble-mode training [29] .
An example of the different geometric domains considered in the two-step PR-RBC method is given in figure  1 , where components and pairwise components are considered in the offline stage of first step reduction to form the reduced bases, while the structure's domain is only defined in the online stage of first step reduction (to approximate the solution to the frequency domain PDE) or in the second step reduction (to approximate the solution to the time domain PDE).
The two-step PR-RBC approach is of great interest in the context of Simulation Based Classification (SBC) for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), which refers to any automated monitoring procedure designed to assess the state of damage of a given aerospace, civil, or mechanical structure of interest. As a model order reduction technique, the two-step PR-RBC method allows the construction of a sufficiently rich and accurate dataset with reasonable computation time, while accounting for the probabilistic nature of the parameters governing our system. Such dataset is used to train classifiers to perform the SBC task. Thanks to the great flexibility in topology and geometry, our two-step PR-RBC method can accommodate for realistic damage instances such as crack existence. In such context, we need to switch in/out damage instances including topological changes which can be carried out efficiently thanks to the two-step PR-RBC method. Our approach also offers flexibility with respect to re-use of components either for variations on a given structure or even for new but similar structures built from the same library of components considered for the two-step PR-RBC method.
Moreover, large deployed mechanical structures, such as offshore platforms and bridges, are subject to ambientlocal excitations with probabilistic nuisance parameters. By consequence, harmonic analyses fail to faithfully capture the response of these mechanical structures and time domain characterization is needed. Indeed, modal analyses are typically not very good for local inhomogeneities since eigenfunctions do not well represent local forces whose Figure 1 : Example of the different geometric domains considered in the two-step PR-RBC method frequency spectrum is broadly spread over a certain interval. Therefore, for such non-harmonic ambient excitations, we should consider the time domain PDE that governs the behavior of the system and build the corresponding reduced basis using the two-step PR-RBC approach. Second, numerical simulations of large structures are often challenging due to the considerable amount of memory and computation capacity needed, which is more hampering for systems with localized excitations. Such problems involve different scales, and thus numerical methods need to be accurate enough to well approximate the source terms, but also not be computationally prohibitive, which is challenging due to the large geometric domain of the structure. In this context, these forces are applied on regions which are relatively small compared to the size of the global domain and we also need to treat local parameters variation, which is the case for bridges in instance with moving vehicles. Moreover, numerical models should consider the inherent uncertainty in the value of the parameters representing material properties, geometric domains and input forces, which is reflected by the probabilistic nuisance parameters in the SBC task.
Thanks to the domain decomposition procedure and its great flexibility in topology and geometry; the two-step PR-RBC approach solves the above listed challenges and is thus particularly well-suited to SHM. A future work will detail more such implementation.
This work presents the development of an efficient model reduction approach for systems (i) with large geometric domain, (ii) localized excitations, and (iii) governed by hyperbolic linear time domain PDE. Figure 2 provides at a high-level the architecture of the method, and will emphasize on the articulation between the different parts as we give the corresponding details throughout this work.
Two-Step Port-Reduced Reduced-Basis Component Method
In this section, we develop a two-step port-reduced reduced-basis component approach (PR-RBC) for linear timedependent partial differential equations (PDEs). Our field can be either a scalar or a vector. In this section we try to keep the formulation as general as possible. We denote by d f the dimension of our field, and by d the dimension of the geometrical domain on which we approximate the PDE. The method can be applied for 2-d and 3-d problems. For For the rest of this work, for two sets of indices E and E , E ∪ E refers to
following this order, where E = {E(1), · · · , E(N E )} and E = {E (1), · · · , E (N E )}. For a matrix M, M(:, E) refers to the columns of M with their indices being equal to {E(1), · · · , E(N E )} following this order, while M(E , :) refers to the rows of M with their indices being equal to {E (1), · · · , E (N E )} following this order. Finally, M(E, E ) is such that:
First Step Reduction
Here we give a very brief summary of the online and offline stages of the first step reduction. Since the first step reduction is carried out on the frequency domain equation, the parameter spaces considered for the different archetype components and reference ports correspond the parameter spaces introduced for the time domain PDE augmented with the angular frequency.
We consider a library ofn sub reference archetype components, each defined by a bounded domainΩ i ⊂ R d , 1 ≤ i ≤n sub with boundary ∂Ω i . We also introduce our archetype-component-based parameterizationμ i ∈P i for the time domain PDE, whereP i ∈ Rˆn C i is sufficiently large compact set andμ i follows the probability density functionρμ i for 1 ≤ i ≤n sub . We noteμ +i = (μ i , ω) ∈P + the archetype-component-based parameter for the frequency domain PDE, where ω is the angular frequency andP + a sufficiently large compact set. For every archetype component i with non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, we build a reduced space to approximate the lift functions, and for every archetype component with non-zero source term in the variational formulation, we build a reduced bubble space for inhomogeneity to approximate the non-homogeneous weak form.
We consider a library ofn port reference ports, each defined from a feasible union of two archetype components via some transformation(s) applied to one or both archetype components. The reference port will be the intersection of the closure of the eventually transformed archetype components. For each feasible union, the archetype components forming such union can be subject to a translation, rotation and dilation to define the reference port. Moreover, for simplicity, we shall presume that ports are mutually disjoint, in which case we may denote the two subdomains associated to a reference port k as C k;1 and C k;2 , such that the reference port is associated to two local portsγ P C k;1 ; j and γ P C k;2 ; j , which once transformed has to be the same. (We emphasize that the mutually disjoint ports assumption can be relaxed but with some complications).
For every reference port k, we also introduce the domainΩ P k formed by the feasible union of the two transformed archetype components. ∂Ω P k refers to its boundary and we noteΓ k as the reference port within the interior ofΩ P k . We also introduce our archetype-port-based parametrizationμ P +k ∈P P +k , whereP P +k ∈ Rˆn P k is sufficiently large compact parameter set that accounts for the angular frequency ω andμ P +k follows the probability density functionρ P µ P +k , for 1 ≤ k ≤n port . Then for every reference port k, we build a reduce port space by solving a transfer eigenvalue problem such that the reduced space is optimal in the sense of n-Kolmogorov width as shown in [13] . We use a more efficient computational realization of the transfer eigenvalue problem compared to the formalism in [13] , since some operations can be simplified analytically. We also build reduced bubble spaces for port-mode liftings.
Referring to the example of the different geometric domains shown in figure 1 , the offline stage of first step reduction deals with the construction of reduced bases to approximate the frequency domain PDE within the archetype components and reference ports (defined from the pairwise components forming such ports) as the examples given in the first two plots of figure 1.
Finally, in the context of an offline-online decomposition, we compute and store all the parameter independent bilinear and linear forms evaluation that are needed to solve the reduced basis projected weak forms. We also compute and store the parameter independent bilinear and linear forms evaluation needed to form and solve the Schur complement system. This accounts for different reduced bases constructed for each archetype component: the reduced space to approximate the lift function associated with non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition if any; the reduced bubble space for inhomogeneity associated with non-zero source term if any; the reduced port spaces; and the reduced bubble spaces for port-mode liftings. We opt for a Petrov-Galerkin projection to obtain the reduced Schur complement system, such that our test space is spanned by the non-lifted port-modes (instead of lifted port-modes needed in a Galerkin projection). Such approach is more efficient not only computationally but also in terms of memory storage compared to a Galerkin projection. Moreover, it typically incurs no stability degradation.
Second Step Reduction: Solution to Time Domain PDE for a Given Model
In this section, we describe the second step reduction to approximate the time domain PDE for a global model.We now consider a given global model characterized by a global parameter µ ∈ P and defined as an assembly of n comp instantiated archetype components to form the global domain Ω. We also define the Hilbert space X ≡ {v ∈ H 1 (Ω)|v| Σ D = 0}, where Σ D is the assumed non-empty part of the boundary on which we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions. We imbue X with inner product (w, v) X ≡ Ω ∇w · ∇v + wvdV and induced norm w X = √ (w, w) X . We also consider a partitioned ∂Ω such that ∂Ω = Σ D ∪ Σ N , where Σ N represents the boundary over which we impose Neumann conditions. Each instantiated component c is mapped to an archetype component M C c for which we developed: a reduced bubble space for inhomogeneity in the offline stage of first step reduction if the archetype component has a non-empty inhomogeneous Neumann boundary and/or a reduced basis to approximate the lift function if it has a non-empty inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary. The value of the local parameter µ C +c ≡μ +M C c for the frequency domain PDE
for the time domain PDE) in each instantiated component is determined by the value of the global parameter µ + for the frequency domain PDE (µ for the time domain PDE respectively). We connect instantiated components at compatible ports such that each pair of local ports coalesces to a single global port p mapped to a reference port M P p for which we developed a reduced port space and reduced bubble spaces for port-mode lifting in the offline stage of first step reduction. The value of the local parameter µ P +p ≡μ P +M P p for each port is again determined by the value of the global parameter µ + . n port refers to the number of global ports. Finally, for the different functions and spaces defined over the archetype components and the reference ports and noted with a hat (ˆ) in the previous sections, they will be noted without the hat (ˆ) when considering the same functions or spaces but defined over the instantiated components within the global domain Ω. Each instantiated component can be the resultant of a combination of translation, rotation and dilation applied to an archetype component as detailed in previous work [30] .
The variational formulation corresponding to the global model reads as follows:
and
Based on (4), we will consider homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Extension to non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions can be naturally carried out thanks to the reduced bases that we develop in the offline stage of first step reduction to approximate the lift functions corresponding to such boundary conditions. Indeed, any non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition will simply result in additional terms to consider for the RHS f t (·, t; µ) in (3). By applying the Laplace transform to (3) we obtain the Helmholtz equation that we can write as follows, where u t (x, t, µ) = {u(x, ω, µ)e iωt }:
where µ + = (µ, ω) ∈ P + is the augmented parameter to account for the angular frequency ω as we did for the archetype components and reference ports, a(·, ·; ·) : H 1 (Ω) × H 1 (Ω) × P + → R is a bilinear form given by a(·, ·; ·) = −ω 2 ×m t (·, ·; ·)+iω×c t (·, ·; ·)+a t (·, ·; ·), f (·; ·) : H 1 (Ω)×P + → R is a linear form that contains the Laplace transform of the f t (·, ·; ·) term, as well as the initial conditions terms related to u 0 (x, µ) andu 0 (x, µ), and P + refers to the augmented compact parameter set to account for the angular frequency ω. To have an efficient offline-online decomposition for the first stage, we assume an affine parametric dependence of the bilinear and linear forms defined over the archetype components. Such assumption can be recovered by means of EQP or EIM, if needed, and guarantees that the bilinear and linear forms defined over the global model satisfy the same property with respect to µ + as follows:
For the first step reduction, we introduce a suitably refined finite element (FE) Galerkin approximation consisting of triangulationT h i , for each archetype component i. Using those triangulations, we can define the corresponding triangulation obtained for the global domain Ω and associated conforming FE approximation space X Eh ⊂ H 1 (Ω) of dimension N h . For future reference, we provide X Eh with a standard nodal basis {ϕ j } j=1,...,N h and we define X h ≡ X ∩ X Eh . We also note ϕ I( j) , 1 ≤ j ≤ N hND the N hND nodal basis functions that are equal to zero over Σ D and ϕ D( j) , 1 ≤ j ≤ N hD the N hD nodal basis functions that are not identically zero over Σ D . Then we can define the FE approximation u th (x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T sim ], µ) to u t (x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T sim ], µ) as follows:
where u 0h (·, µ) andu 0h (x, µ) are respectively the projections of u 0 (·, µ) andu 0 (x, µ) on X h .
To compute a PR-RBC-based approximation, we develop a two-step model order reduction approach. For a test parameter µ test we consider a sufficiently rich set representing the angular frequency ω that we note Ξ ω of size n ω and we consider a train dataset
Note that for the offline stage of first step reduction, we train over a frequency set that at least contains Ξ ω . Then, we run the online stage of first step reduction for the frequency domain equation for all µ test + ∈ Ξ o−t which gives n ω approximations to n ω frequency domain problems obtained by applying Laplace transform to the time domain variational form (3) - (5) . We note such solutions with
This step corresponds to the first model order reduction that we carry out.
For the second model order reduction step, we construct a reduced basis from those approximations by Strong Greedy procedure to identify a reduced space X RB of size N RB , with X RB ∈ R N hND ×N RB being the matrix whose columns contain the decomposition of a basis of X RB into {ϕ I( j) } 1≤ j≤N hND . Note that in this second model order reduction step, all the time independent parameters are fixed. Hence, only the time dependent parameters and the angular frequency are varying in our parameter step. Therefore, we expect the final reduced space X RB to be of sufficiently small size and also able to provide a sufficient accurate reduced basis approximation to the full FE solution.
We assume that the source term and/or the boundary conditions (such as Neumann or Robin conditions) resulting in the linear form f t (v, t; µ), honor a space-time decomposition which can obtained via some approximation techniques -such as the Empirical Interpolation Method (EIM) -if the original specified boundary condition does not present the decomposition property. Therefore, we have:
where µ t F denotes the parameters governing F t (t, µ), and µ t F refers to the rest of them. Since F t (t, µ t F ) → u t (·, t, µ) is a linear time invariant system, we can write:
where
(LT refers to the Laplace transform operator) and h t (·, ·; µ t F ), and h(·, ·; µ t F ) denote the time domain and frequency domain representations of the transfer function respectively.
. Therefore, if we take F (ω; µ t F ) = 1, then the two-step PR-RBC reduction will learn h(·, ω; µ t F ) and thus we can well approximate
For the numerical examples shown in section 2.5, we always consider F (ω; µ t F ) = 1 in the training process to form the two-step PR-RBC reduced bases, and the exact time signature of the load is only used in the time marching performed using the reduced space X RB .
We note the frequency domain matrices
The second step reduction based on Strong Greedy approach is given in Algorithm 1 in Appendix A. For this reduction, we need to estimate the actual error between the high-fidelity solution and the reduced basis one. Therefore, we first need to estimate
where Ξ o−t denotes the training set used for the Strong Greedy algorithm, which is done in step 21 of Algorithm 1. Then, at the i-th iteration of the Strong Greedy algorithm -prior to which we have constructed a reduced basis X RB i of size i -we look for the next snapshot to add to the reduced basis X RB
based on the norm of the error. Since we consider our PR-RBC approximations as high-fidelity solutions within the weak greedy algorithm, the error computed on the RB solution u RB,
An efficient computation of these quantities is detailed in Algorithm 1 and the final affectation to
. This is done in step 52 of Algorithm 1. We consider the normalized error defined as:
as an error indicator for convergence, which is done in step 53 of Algorithm 1. If the normalized error is larger than a certain threshold given as an input to Algorithm 1, then we extend
µ test * +i ) provided that i + 1 is less than the size of the training set Ξ o−t and that i < N for a certain threshold N specified as an input. Otherwise, the final reduced space X RB is simply given by X RB i .
In step 21 of Algorithm 1, we call the first step reduction's online stage algorithm (noted PR-RBC-1st-stepreduction-Online) to compute the PR-RBC approximation to the frequency domain equation with the parameter (µ test , ω i ).
The affine parametric dependence of the time domain bilinear and linear forms can be written as follows:
We note the time domain matrices A th
M th r qq
We then evaluate the following matrices and vectors:
and the reduced basis-based ones:
Then we introduce a finite-difference discretization scheme in time. We fix N t the number of time steps and define ∆t = T sim /N t ; t j ≡ j∆ t , 0 ≤ j ≤ N t . Note that our method can be applied to any finite-difference scheme. We just opt for a particular one in this work for sake of clarity. We choose the Newmark-β scheme with β t = 1 4 and γ t = 1 2 such that it is unconditionally stable, since we have the following properties [31, 32] :
We also consider the following time marching matrix:
Finally, if we note U h 0 ∈ R N hND andU h 0 ∈ R N hND the FE evaluation vectors of the initial conditions u 0 (·, µ test ) anḋ u 0 (·, µ test ), then the online stage of two-step reduction's algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 2 in Appendix A, in which we perform the time marching and obtain {U RB j (µ test )} 1≤ j≤N t as output.
The reduced basis approximation of u th (·, ·, µ test ) at the time integration step t j is then given by:
We also investigated other alternatives for the second step reduction using Weak Greedy approach or POD instead of the Strong Greedy approach. Greedy approaches are computationally more efficient than POD. For the Weak Greedy method, at the i-th iteration -prior to which we have constructed a reduced basis X RB i of size i -we look for the next snapshot to add to the reduced basis X RB i among the PR-RBC solutions {u h,M ,N (·; µ test + j ), µ test + j ∈ Ξ o−t } based on the norm of the residual, instead of the actual error used in the Strong Greedy based method that we detailed above. As we did in the Strong Greedy approach, we also consider our PR-RBC approximations as high-fidelity solutions within the weak greedy algorithm. The Weak Greedy approach requires the computation of the residual in the process of building the reduced basis, which involves a matrix inversion, of dimension N hND × N hND in our case. To reduce this computational cost, we took advantage of a Cholesky decomposition. However, such approach would suffer from computational instability for 3D problems. Unlike the Strong Greedy approach, the Weak Greedy based method does not require the estimation of the PR-RBC approximation to the frequency domain equation for all ω ∈ Ξ ω , and thanks to the sparsity of the FE based matrices, the computation costs of lower matrix inversion (to estimate the residual) and of matrix multiplication (to estimate the actual error) are of the same order of magnitude. By consequence, the computational cost of the Weak Greedy based method is slightly lower than the Strong Greedy based one. However, the efficiency of the PR-RBC method considerably reduces the computational cost associated with the PR-RBC approximation to the frequency domain equation and for the stability reason mentioned earlier regarding 3D problems, the Strong Greedy based method is more appropriate than the weak Greedy based approach. These points justify our choice for the Strong Greedy approach, which is the only method that we detail in this work for sake of clarity and conciseness.
Operation Count
The operation count to estimate u tRB (·, ·, µ test ) for n t-t different parameters µ test using SG-2nd-step-reduction algorithm (Algorithm 1) is equal to:
is the size of the reduced bubble space for inhomogeneity for component i, -M k the size of reduced port space for port k, -N k,m, , = 1, 2 the size of reduced bubble spaces for port-mode liftings for port k and port mode m within the two components forming the port k, -κ a solver-dependent scaling exponent for sparse matrix inversion, -κ a solver-dependent scaling exponent for sparse matrix multiplication, -and n outputs refers to the number of output quantities we are interested in.
The first line of the operation count given in (35) corresponds to calling the online stage of first step reduction n ω times, while the first term of the second line corresponds to performing the Strong Greedy algorithm and the second one to the time marching using the reduced space X RB .
Computing the FE approximations u th (·, ·, µ test ) for n t-t different parameters µ test would have required:
FLOPs.
Note that in our context of many query, the product n t-t × N t is the largest number within the different terms that we have, hence we expect of course the two-step PR-RBC procedure to have considerably smaller computation cost compared to the full FE approximation as we will show in the numerical experiments in section 2.5. We note also that the solver scaling exponent κ is smaller than κ since κ is related to the computation cost of sparse matrices multiplication, while κ refers to the solver scaling exponent for sparse matrices inversion. In our two-step PR-RBC approach based on Strong Greedy algorithm, we do not have any full FE matrix inversion, thus the term (N hND ) κ does not appear in its operation count.
In our context of many query application we compare the cost of the offline stage of the first step reduction plus the cost of estimating u tRB (·, ·, µ test ) for n t-t different µ test , to the cost of running the FE code n t-t times, and in this case even if the cost of the offline stage may be expensive, it will be amortized with the large dataset of size n t-t that need to be constructed. In this work, we focus on the two-step reduction approach to approximate the time domain equation. Hence, we only emphasized above the operation count for the online stage of first step reduction and the second step reduction.
A posteriori Error Estimate for the Two-Step PR-RBC Method
Model order reduction techniques are generally certified with a posteriori error estimates, whose computation should not be expensive. Thus, these error estimates quantify the different between the solution obtained by the model order reduction technique and the high-fidelity one.
Proposition 1. Assume we do not have non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and let u th (·, ·, µ) be the FE approximation to u t (·, ·, µ) solution to:
where n ≥ 2. Assume that f t (·, ·; µ) is a linear bounded form, that a t i (·, ·; µ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, are bilinear forms and that the corresponding frequency domain bilinear forms a i (·, ·; (µ, ω)) are coercive such that ∀µ ∈ P, there exists α i (µ) > 0 such that:
Then, if u tRB (·, t, µ) denotes the two-step PR-RBC approximation to u t (·, ·, µ) obtained using PR-RBC-Two-Step-Reduction algorithm (Algorithm 2) and if we assume that || f (·, (µ, ω))|| V is bounded for ω ∈ [ω max , +∞[, we have:
where ω max is an upper bound for the set Ξ ω , f (·, ·) is the linear form of the frequency domain variational formulation 6, V is the dual space of L 2 (Ω) and SG denotes the non normalized threshold corresponding to given as input to the SG-2nd-step-reduction algorithm (Algorithm 1).
Proof of Proposition 1. Our error contains three terms: one related to the fact that when considering Ξ ω we are actually taking into account only a truncated inverse Laplace transform, and two other terms, such that each of them is related to a specific reduction step among the two steps that we carry out. To quantify these terms, we introduce the FE based truncated inverse Laplace transform which has the following expression:
Then, we have:
Since we have a real time domain variational form, we know that u h (·, (µ, −ω)) = u h (·, µ, ω), where· refers to the complex conjugate operator. The previous equality gives:
To estimate the upper bound of the obtained inequality, we invoke the frequency domain variational form and plug in u h (·, (µ, ω)) as a test function to obtain:
Using the coercivity of a k (·, ·; (µ, ω)) , 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, we have:
and thanks to the bounded linear form f (u h , (µ, ω)), we have:
The last three results give:
Since we assume that || f (·, (µ, ω))|| V is bounded for ω ∈ [ω max , +∞[ , and that n ≥ 2, using the previous inequality and (43) , we obtain:
Based on the inequality (41), the final step consists in estimating an upper bound for ||u th [0,ω max ] (·, t, µ)−u tRB (·, t, µ)|| L 2 (Ω) . We first write the difference using the truncated inverse Laplace transform:
where u RB (·, (µ, ω)) denotes the approximation of u h (·, (µ, ω)) obtained using X RB that we built in the second step reduction using SG-2nd-step-reduction algorithm (Algorithm 1). Then we have:
||u h (·, (µ, ω)) − u RB (·, (µ, ω))|| L 2 (Ω) = ||u h (·, (µ, ω)) − u h,M ,N (·, (µ, ω)) + u h,M ,N (·, (µ, ω)) − u RB (·, (µ, ω))|| L 2 (Ω) ≤ ||u h (·, (µ, ω)) − u h,M ,N (·, (µ, ω))|| L 2 (Ω) + ||u h,M ,N (·, (µ, ω)) − u RB (·, (µ, ω))|| L 2 (Ω) ≤ ||u h (·, (µ, ω)) − u h,M ,N (·, (µ, ω))|| L 2 (Ω) + SG . (50)
Using the last two results, and again the property u(·, (µ, −ω)) = u(·, µ, ω) since we have a real time domain variational form, we obtain:
Combining (41), (48) and (51), we directly obtain the desired result (39) .
Remarks:
1. ||u h (·, (µ, ω)) − u h,M ,N (·, (µ, ω))|| L 2 (Ω) can be evaluated efficiently using a posteriori error estimates developed in previous works such as in [30] . 2. || f (·, (µ, ω))|| V can be computed efficiently since we assume that f (·, (µ, ω)) is affine in the parameter (µ, ω) and thus the required parameter independent evaluations can be estimated within the offline stage of first step reduction. Moreover, a good choice of ω max generally guarantees that the spectrum of the load is continuously decreasing over [ω max , ∞[, thus we generally have max
Here we assumed that we do not have non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. This hypothesis can be removed and we would apply the previous result to the homogeneous part of the final solution, and we should add the error introduced by the POD approach to estimate the lift function corresponding to the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition which can be carried out efficiently since we simply apply a POD approximation to estimate such lift function.
Therefore, the a posteriori error estimate developed here is computationally inexpensive to estimate and thus can be computed along with the two-step PR-RBC-based approximation to the time domain solution.
Numerical Experiments

Wave Equation Non-homogeneous Neumann Boundary Condition
In this section, we apply the two-step PR-RBC approach detailed in the previous sections to the following scalar wave equation with damping for a domain Ω:
written in a dimensionless form. c 0 > 0 denotes the speed of sound in the medium considered, c ∈ R * the wave speed and ν a damping coefficient that has the units of L 2 T as a kinematic viscosity. n denotes the outer normal of Ω and let ∂Ω be partitioned such that
We consider the archetype components defined in figure 3 . All the archetype components have the same rectangular geometry of length L and height H. We consider L ref = L and from now on, L and H will refer to the dimensionless lengths (which means that L = 1 but we will not omit L from the equations for sake of clarity).
We define the following archetype parameters and boundary conditions: 
where· refers to the complex conjugate operator. Hence, the variational formulation for the frequency domain equation for the archetype component i ∈ {1, 2, 3} is given by the bilinear formâ i (·, ·;μ +i ) and the linear formf i (·;μ +i ). For the linear formsf q (·;μ +q ) , q ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we use the EIM to recover the affine parametric dependence.
Using the archetype components, we consider the reference ports given in figure 4 . The reference ports parameters and the boundary conditions considered for the associated pairwise component problem follow naturally from the parameters and the boundary conditions defined for the archetype components. 
where U(T ) refers to the uniform probability over interval T . c 0 = 343m.s −1 andν = 1.5111×10 −5 m 2 .s −1 correspond to the celerity of sound in air and the kinematic viscosity of air at a temperature of 25 • C respectively. Note that if µ +1;k = 0 for k = 7 and k = 12 , then we randomly choose one of these two parameters to be equal to 1 for the archetype component 1's training. The same operation is considered forμ +2;k = 0 for k = 7 , k = 12 and k = 17 and forμ +3;k = 0 for k = 7 and k = 12 for the other archetype components' training, so that we avoid null solutions. For the probability density functions used for pairwise component training, we consider the same ones as defined for the archetype components and we ensure that there is at least one nonzero load to avoid null solutions. We consider the following angular frequency discretization based onσ t :
The sizes of the different reduced bases formed at the first step reduction are chosen based on the decrease of the eigenvalues of the transfer eigenvalue problem and the decrease of the POD modes for the reduced bubble space for inhomogeneity, the reduced port space and for the reduced space for port-mode lifting. Table 1 gather the sizes of the different reduced bases and the computation time to run the offline stage of first step reduction. All simulations considered in this work were run on a 4-core laptop (with a 3.5 GHz Intel CPU and 16 GB RAM).
Size of training set 51
Size of port spacesM 1 We consider the global model consisting of n comp = 5 components and given in figure 5 . The time domain variational problem for such model has a total of 55 parameters, while the frequency domain variational problems have either 11 or 15 parameters for the archetype components, and 17, 21 or 25 parameters regarding the reference ports. These local parameters associated with the frequency domain variational problems define the parameters' spaces considered in building the reduced bases within the two-step PR-RBC method. Those sizes are considerably lower than the parameter space's size of the global domain and thus it shows how the two-step PR-RBC method solves the issue of curse of dimensionality by reducing the effective dimensionality of the parameter spaces considered in the variational problems to approximate. The parameter spaces' dimension reduction becomes more significant when the global model contains more components as it will be the case for the second numerical experiment detailed in section 2.5.2.
We then run the PR-RBC-Two-Step-Reduction algorithm (Algorithm 2) with T sim = 10 and N t = 10 4 . The size of the reduced space X RB is fixed such that the time domain relative error between the two-step approach-based solution and the FE approximation is below 1% for 10 randomly sampled parameters and two parameters for which the values are taken equal to the extremes of the interval considered in the probability density functions. The relative error for the time domain solutions that we consider here is defined as:
. Table 2 gathers the average computation time to run the major steps of the PR-RBC-Two-Step-Reduction algorithm (Algorithm 2) for the parameters considered to compute the relative error. The size of X RB needed to satisfy our criteria regarding the time domain relative error between the two-step PR-RBC and the FE approximation is equal to 12. The size of the full P 2 FE approximation space is equal to N h = 3739 and computing one full FE simulation takes 190s on average. PR-RBC-1st-step-reduction-Online algorithm called n ω = 51 times 0.25s SG-2nd-step-reduction (Algorithm 1) 0.05s Time marching 0.22s Total computation time to run PR-RBC-Two-Step-Reduction algorithm (Algorithm 2) 0.52s Table 2 : Computation time of the PR-RBC-Two-Step-Reduction algorithm for wave equation with inhomogeneous Neumann BC Hence, the two-step reduction approach has a computation cost 365 times lower than the FE simulation for this example. Figure 6 gives the evolution of the relative error in time:
for the parameter such that we apply only one load with amplitude equal to F = 1, centered at x c = n comp ×L 2 , with a spatial width σ x = L 10 and with the temporal parameter σ t = 9 π . We note L tot = n comp × L. The kinematic viscosity and wave speed are taken equal toν and c 0 respectively for all components. We see well that this error does not exceed 1% over the simulation time. 
Elastodynamic Equation Example
In this section, we apply the two-step PR-RBC approach to the following 2D elastodynamic PDE for an isotropic material with damping over a domain Ω:
written in a dimensionless form, where u ∈ R 2 is the displacement field. ν denotes the Poisson ratio, ρ > 0 the material density, α Ray > 0 and β Ray > 0 the Rayleigh damping coefficients and E > 0 the Young's modulus. n denotes the outer normal of Ω and ∂Ω is assumed to be partitioned such that
is the celerity of the transverse wave in infinite domain without damping.Ē andν refer to fixed values taken as reference for the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio respectively, and which have an order of magnitude similar to the values that are taken by E and ν respectively.
We consider a bridge with a moving 2-axle vehicle. In our model, we consider the vehicle-bridge interaction to be the most significant at the connection between the bridge's decks, since this region generally presents gaps and metallic connectors and thus the vehicle's passing in such region induces vibrations that propagate through the bridge. Therefore, we neglect the vehicle-bridge interaction at other regions than the bridge's decks connection.
To simulate the bridge model described above, we consider the archetype components defined in figure 7 . The archetype components 1 and 5 have a rectangular geometry of dimension 3 2 L × H and contain a Dirichlet boundary each. The archetype components 3 and 4 have also a rectangular geometry of dimension L × H and do not contain any Dirichlet boundary. Component 3 has only homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, while component 4 will model the connection between the decks and thus has a non-homogeneous Neumann boundary condition as detailed below. The archetype component number 2 has a T shape with thickness equal to H and whose dimensions are given in figure 7 . Finally, the archetype component number 6 has a rectangular geometry of dimension L × H with non-homogeneous Neumann boundary condition but also contain a crack whose dimensions are detailed in figure  7 . This archetype component can be used along with the archetype component 4 to model the existence or not of damage within a context of Simulation Based Classification for Structural Health Monitoring for instance. We consider L ref = H and from now on, L and H will refer to the dimensionless lengths (which means that H = 1 but we will not omit H from the equations for sake of clarity). We define the following archetype parameters and boundary conditions:
By considering the Laplace transform and the augmented parametersμ +q ≡ (μ q , ω), where ω refers to the angular frequency, we obtain the following linear and bilinear forms for the frequency domain equation: 
where· refers to the complex conjugate and in the expressions ofâ q;2 (·, ·), for q ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, we used the Einstein summation notation. Hence, the variational formulation for the frequency domain equation for the archetype component i ∈ {1, . . . , 6} is given by the bilinear formâ i (·, ·;μ +i ) and the linear formf i (·;μ +i ). Its well-posedness follows from Korn's inequality.
Using the archetype components, we consider the reference port given in figure 8 . The reference port parameter and the boundary conditions considered for the associated pairwise component problem follow naturally from the parameters and the boundary conditions defined for the archetype components.
We take L = 5, H = 1 and consider the following parameters' probability density functions introduced based on literature review: 
where U(T ) refers to the uniform probability over interval T . We choose reinforced concrete as material since it is one of the most used materials in building bridges. Thus, we take α min Ray = 0.566 s −1 , α max Ray = 4.311 s −1 , β min Ray = 0.009 s and β max Ray = 0.021 s as established in [33] for highway bridges in concrete. We also have E min = 29 GPa and E min = 37 GPa as determined in [34] for reinforced concrete. We takeĒ = E min +E max 2 . The spatial dependence of the tire-road contact pressure was chosen based on the results obtained in [35] and [36] , which show profiles close to moving Gaussians with σ min x = 2 cm, σ max x = 4 cm, F min = 10 6 Pa and F max = 2 × 10 6 Pa. Based on [35] (and also using https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com), we can estimate the friction coefficient between a typical car tire and asphalt such that f min = 0.5 and f max = 0.7. The distance along which we apply the load, and thus the span of the region defining the connection between the bridge's decks (characterized by the parametersμ +q;8 ,μ +q;9 for q ∈ {4, 6}), is determined by d min = 10 cm and d max = 15 cm based on [37] that gives the details of the possible connection options for prefabricated bridge elements in reinforced concrete. Moreover, the geometry of the crack for component 6 was fixed such that it has the maximum allowable dimensions fixed by Federal Highway Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation [38] , [39] . Finally. for reinforced concrete, we set ρ = 2400kg.m −3 and ν = 0.15 [40] (using https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com and https://www.concrete.org/). For the probability density functions used for pairwise component training, we consider the same ones as defined for the archetype components. Since we are modeling a moving vehicle, to determine the characteristic time, and thus angular frequency, of our load, we need first to estimate the vehicle's speed. We consider vehicles with speed between V min = 15 km.h −1 and V max = 50 km.h −1 , and thus we have the following angular frequency discretization, based on the vehicle's speed and the distance along which we apply the load:
The sizes of the different reduced bases formed at the first step reduction are chosen based on the decrease of the eigenvalues of the transfer eigenvalue problem and the decrease of the POD modes for the reduced bubble space for inhomogeneity, the reduced port space and for the reduced space for port-mode lifting. Table 3 gathers the sizes of the different reduced bases and the computation time to run the offline stage of first step reduction. All simulations considered in this work were run on a 4-core laptop (with a 3.5 GHz Intel CPU and 16 GB RAM).
For instance, figure 9 shows the convergence of the eigenvalues of the transfer eigenvalue problem for the reference port number 1 and a randomly sampled parameterμ P +1 from the training set, and the convergence of the POD eigenvalues for port-mode reduction to form the reduced port space, that we chose to be of sizeM 1 = 3. shows the decrease of the POD eigenvalues for the construction of reduced space for port-mode liftings for the 1st port-mode retained for the reference port number 8 within the two archetype components connected through it. We chose the corresponding reduced bubble spaces for port-mode liftings to be of sizeN 8,1, = 2 , = 1, 2. In figure 11 , we give the convergence of the POD eigenvalues for construction of bubble space for inhomogeneity for archetype component number 4. Figure 9 : Convergence of the eigenvalues of the transfer eigenvalue problem for the reference port 1 and a randomly sampled parameterμ P +1 , and convergence of the POD eigenvalues for port-mode reduction
We consider the global model consisting of 23 components and given in figure 12 . The mapping of each component to the corresponding archetype one is given in For the time domain equation, we have to consider two more parameters for the global domain: the vehicle speed V and the distance between the two axles noted d a . d a follows a Gaussian probability density function with mean Figure 13 illustrates this with the moving gaussian profiles of the loads applied on the bridge once the vehicle's tires are within one of the decks' connections. The time domain variational problem for such model has a total of 89 parameters, while the frequency domain variational problems have either 4 or 10 parameters for the archetype components , and 7 or 13 parameters regarding the reference ports. These local parameters associated with the frequency domain variational problems define the parameters' spaces considered in building the reduced bases within the two-step PR-RBC method. Those sizes are considerably lower than the parameter space's size of the global domain and thus it shows how the two-step PR-RBC method solves the issue of curse of dimensionality by reducing the effective dimensionality of the parameter spaces considered in the variational problems to approximate.
We then run the PR-RBC-Two-Step-Reduction algorithm (Algorithm 2) with N t = 2 × 10 3 . The simulation time T sim is fixed based on the vehicle's speed V such that we allow it to travel across the bridge. The size of the reduced space X RB is fixed based on the a posteriori error estimate (39) and by verifying that the time domain relative error between the two-step approach-based solution and the FE approximation is below 1% for 10 randomly sampled parameters and two parameters for which the values are taken equal to the extremes of the interval considered in the probability density functions. The relative error for the time domain solutions that we consider here is defined as:
||u th (·, t, µ test )|| H 1 (Ω) . Table 5 gathers the average computation time to run the major steps of the PR-RBC-Two-Step-Reduction algorithm (Algorithm 2) for the parameters considered to compute the relative error. The size of X RB needed to satisfy our criteria regarding the time domain relative error between the two-step PR-RBC and the FE approximation is equal to 30. The size of the full P 2 FE approximation space is equal to N h = 17532 ± 36 and computing one full FE simulation takes 215s on average.
Hence, the two-step reduction approach has a computation cost 58 times lower than the FE simulation for this example. In the context of Simulation Based Classification for Structural Health Monitoring, construction of datasets of size of the order of 10 4 are often required to obtain satisfactory classification results. Conducting such task for this bridge example using the two-step PR-RBC approach has a total computation time of 10.67 hours (taking into account the computational cost of the offline stage of the 1 st step reduction, which is run only once), instead of estimated 24.88 days using full FE space. Figure 14 gives the evolution of the exact error in time:
with the a posteriori error estimate:
||u h (·, (µ, ω)) − u h,M ,N (·, (µ, ω))|| L 2 (Ω) , in dashed line for the following four cases:
1. Case 1: all parameters are equal to their average value (average of their probability density functions) and we don't have any crack (components 8 and 16 are both mapped to archetype component 4). To quantify the performance of the a posteriori error estimate, we also compute the ratio:
, whose value gets closer to 1 as the a posteriori error gives better estimate of the actual error. This ratio has the following values for the four cases detailed previously:
1. Case 1: ||u tRB (·, t, µ) − u th (·, t, µ)|| L 2 (Ω) have the same order of magnitude and their ratio takes value typically bounded by 2.5 for the cases considered. Figure 15 gives the evolution of the time domain relative error between the two-step approach-based solution and the FE approximation for the four cases detailed above, and we can verify that the it is well below 1%. Figure 16 gives the convergence of the strong greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1) for the same four cases detailed above. We also provide in figures 17 and 18 the two-step PR-RBC-based solution and its difference with the full FE solution obtained at a fixed point for cases 1 and 2 defined above. The error is two orders of magnitude lower than the solution. Note that the obtained waves correspond well to the dispersive flexural waves but since for reinforced concrete the damping terms are not negligible compared to the mass and stiffness ones, we obtain damped flexural waves. We verify well that for 0 damping we recover the "well-known" (non-damped) dispersive flexural waves. Finally, figure 19 gives the two-step PR-RBC-based solution in space and its difference with the full FE solution obtained for case 4 detailed above, at a fixed time step chosen such that the vehicle is at the midpoint of the bridge's length. As before, the error is two orders of magnitude lower than the actual solution.
Conclusion
Summary
This work presents the development of a parametrized Model Order Reduction (pMOR) approach to approximate hyperbolic time domain Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) for large domain with localized source terms and/or local parameters variation.
The two-step Port-Reduced Reduced-Basis Component method (PR-RBC) takes advantage of the time-frequency duality such that the PR-RBC reduced bases are built for the frequency domain PDE obtained by Laplace transform of the time domain equation. This guarantees the possibility of constructing relatively low-dimensional spaces able to well approximate the elliptic frequency domain PDE, instead of approximating the hyperbolic time domain problem. Moreover, considering the frequency domain PDE lets us get rid of the time dimension. Therefore, instead of approximating a manifold spanned by the possible trajectories followed by the time domain solutions, we approximate the manifold spanned by the solutions to static problems in which we have to account for the frequency as an additional parameter, which is considerably less challenging than the first option. This strategy also results in an offline stage of first step reduction that has significantly lower computational cost.
In addition, the two-step PR-RBC approach is a static condensation procedure based on domain decomposition and thus it solves the issue of curse of dimensionality by reducing the effective dimensionality of the parameter spaces considered in the variational problems to approximate. Therefore, the two-step PR-RBC approach addresses not a Figure 15 : Time domain relative error for elastodynamic bridge considered for SBC -error normalized by the maximum norm of FE solution in time particular global model but a family of global models through a common physical discipline and hence PDE operator and also typically some unifying engineering context. Moreover, we took advantage of the transfer eigenvalue problem to construct the port modes, since it is an optimal local approximation space for the behavior of the solution on the ports.
To approximate the time domain PDE for a global domain, we rely on a two-step strategy.
• First, we use the PR-RBC bases to compute the global frequency domain solutions at well selected frequencies: this corresponds to the first step reduction.
• Second, we consider these solutions as high-fidelity approximation and use them to form a final reduced basis to approximate the global time domain solution: this corresponds to the second step of reduction that we carry out through a strong greedy approach.
The efficiency of our method relies on the fact that the time domain solution is the inverse Laplace transform of a frequency domain function which is the solution to the frequency domain PDE. Thus, we can approximate the time domain solution as linear combination of the final reduced basis obtained for the frequency domain PDE. Therefore, for the time solver, we simply project our time domain equation on the final reduced space within which we carry out the time marching. We used the two-step PR-RBC approach to solve the wave equation and the elastodynamic equation applied to a bridge example, which can be considered for a simulation-based classification task for structural Figure 16 : Strong Greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1) convergence for elastodynamic bridge considered for SBC health monitoring. Finally, we also provide an a posteriori error estimate for the two-step PR-RBC approach based on the time-frequency duality. Such error estimate is computationally inexpensive, and hence it can be computed within the online stage to provide an error indicator along with the computation of the two-step PR-RBC-based approximation.
Future Work
In a future work, we will show the usefulness of the two-step PR-RBC method in the context of Simulation Based Classification (SBC) for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of deployed mechanical structures.
Moreover, our two-step PR-RBC method -based on the time-frequency duality via the Laplace transform and on the static condensation procedure that we followed -relied on the assumption that the underlined time domain PDE was linear. Some work has been done recently on domain decomposition reduced order modeling of non-linear PDE such as on using local hypersurfaces [41] . However, extending the port reduction method to non-linear PDEs would significantly increase the range of applications to which the technique can be applied and we could thus compare it with the existing procedures for such problems. This extension should also include stability analysis and a posteriori error estimate development. 
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